
SDSIrep: A Reputation System based on SDSI?Ahmed Bouajjani1, Javier Esparza2, Stefan Shwoon2, andDejvuth Suwimonteerabuth21 LIAFA, University of Paris 7, Case 7014, 75205 Paris edex 13, Frane2 Tehnishe Universität Münhen, Boltzmannstr. 3, 85748 Garhing, GermanyAbstrat. We introdue SDSIrep, a reputation system based on theSPKI/SDSI authorization system. It is well-known that a system ofSPKI/SDSI erti�ates orresponds to the formal model of a pushdownsystem (PDS). Our system, SDSIrep, allows prinipals to express trustand reommendations in the form of so-alled erti�ates with weights.By interpreting weights as probabilities, we obtain a random-walk modelof the reputation of a prinipal. Thus, SDSIrep represents an appliationof the theory of probabilisti PDSs to the �eld of omputer seurity. Wepresent an algorithm to ompute the reputation of eah prinipal. Anextension of SDSIrep also provides for so-alled intersetion erti�ates,by whih, loosely speaking, a prinipal gains reputation if reommendedby all members of a given group of prinipals. On a formal-methodslevel, this extension makes SDSIrep orrespond to probabilisti alternat-ing PDSs, and we extend the underlying theory of PDSs to handle thisase. As an example we sketh a small aademi reputation system thatombines information from di�erent reputation soures, like onferenes,oauthors, and rankings.1 IntrodutionIn many Internet appliations, notions of trust and reputation play an importantrole. In partiular, in an open-world senario where we do not know all thepartiipants beforehand, we often need to deide whether to trust other personswithout having met them before. Examples inlude systems like Ebay, wherehitherto unknown partiipants engage in �nanial transations; peer-to-peer �le-sharing networks where people download �les from one another and the aademiworld, where one often needs to assess a andidate's sienti� merit.If one annot judge somebody else's trustworthiness oneself, a ommon so-lution is to assess their reputation: while trust is a �loal� notion about therelation between two parties, reputation means somebody's �global� standingwithin some ommunity. In the �rst two of the above senarios, so-alled rep-utation systems an be employed where a partiipant's reputation is omputedfrom the experienes that other partiipants have made in prior transations.A survey of reputation systems an be found in [1℄. A onrete, well-known? This work was partially supported by SFB 627 Nexus, Projet A6.



example of a reputation system is the one used by Ebay, where every trans-ation an be assigned a rating that is stored in a entral server, whih an thenauthoritatively ompute eah partiipant's reputation. Suh a system, whih isbased on the ratings users give to eah other, is also alled user-driven. In on-trast, some domain-spei� reputation systems suh as the one proposed forrating Wikipedia ontributors [2℄ are alled ontent-driven, beause they rateusers based on how their ontributions evolve in the system. Our proposal is notgeared towards any spei� domain, and we follow the user-driven approah.People often plae trust in individuals and in the reommendations given bywell-reputed institutions. (Notie that trust and reommendations are loselyrelated: normally, we would reommend a person if we trust them to be good atsomething.) For instane, when a well-reputed university hires a new researher,we an interpret this as a reommendation that the university gives to the re-searher. Likewise, when a well-reputed magazine publishes papers by a ertainauthor, it impliitly reommends the ontents of those papers, enhaning thereputation of the author. Suh reommendations tend to �add up�; the moresuh soures of reputation we know of, the more we would trust a researher.In the following, we propose a framework for expressing trust and reputationin suh a senario. This framework allows to make statements that express trustin individuals as well as in (hierarhial) organizations. For instane, one anstate that one reommends the employees of a ertain university, or the oauthorsof one's own papers. Moreover, suh statements an be given weights to denotethe degree of the reommendation.For this, we borrow from and modify the SPKI/SDSI framework [3℄; wetherefore all our system SDSIrep. SPKI/SDSI was designed to denote namingpoliies in a distributed environment. Simply put, it allows to de�ne groups ofprinipals, whih are desribed in distributed, hierarhial name spaes, and thisidea is well suited for our purposes. We also show, by re-interpreting the notionof delegation in SPKI/SDSI, how an important distintion an be made betweenour trust of a person and our trust of their ability to judge the reputation of oth-ers. Our framework also borrows ideas from EigenTrust [4℄, a reputation systemthat has been proposed for peer-to-peer networks. We disuss the similaritiesand di�erenes in Setions 3 and 6.Previous work has shown that SPKI/SDSI has a strong onnetion to thetheory of pushdown systems [5, 6℄. Moreover, SPKI/SDSI (and the assoiatedpushdown theory) has been extended with weights, allowing to solve authoriza-tion problems with quantitative omponents. However, the extensions onsideredso far were not powerful enough to apture situations where trust �adds up� alongmultiple paths as in our senario (see above). For example, the framework in [6℄an express the fat that a ertain level of trust exists if there is at least onepath to support it; however, it annot express the idea that the level of trustinreases if multiple suh paths exist. Reently, however, new results on proba-bilisti pushdown systems [7℄ open up the opportunity for suh an extension.Our paper makes the following ontributions:



� We desribe a new framework, alled SDSIrep, that an be used to build areputation system suitable for modelling trust relationships in an open-worldsenario. Moreover, SDSIrep allows to distinguish between the trust one hasin a person and in their reommendations. We then show how these trustvalues an be aggregated to measure eah partiipant's reputation.� We expose the relationship between SDSIrep and probabilisti pushdownsystems and extend the probabilisti approah to alternating pushdown sys-tems. This solution allows to handle so-alled intersetion erti�ates, in-reasing the expressiveness of the SDSIrep framework at pratially no extraomputational ost.� As a small ase study, we design a system for measuring aademi reputation.We implement the algorithms for omputing reputations in this example andreport on their performane.We proeed as follows: In Setion 2 we reall basi notions of SPKI/SDSI.We then present SDSIrep, our reputation system, in Setion 3, and solve theassoiated trust and reputation problem. In Setion 4 we extend SDSIrep withintersetion erti�ates. We present some experimental results in Setion 5 beforedisussing related work and onluding in Setion 6.2 BakgroundThis setion provides some bakground on SPKI/SDSI and pushdown systems.2.1 A brief introdution to SPKI/SDSIThe SPKI/SDSI standard was proposed in [3℄ and formalised in �rst-order logiin [8℄. We present a subset of SPKI/SDSI that has been onsidered in most ofthe work on this topi. The full SPKI/SDSI standard also provides for so-alledthreshold erti�ates, whih we treat later in Setion 4.SPKI/SDSI was designed to denote authorization poliies in a distributedenvironment. A entral notion of SPKI/SDSI are prinipals. A prinipal an bea person or an organisation. Eah prinipal de�nes his/her own namespae, whihassigns r�les to (other) prinipals. For instane, prinipal Fred an de�ne the r�lefriend and assoiate prinipal George with this r�le. Suh assoiations are madein SPKI/SDSI by issuing so-alled name erti�ates (name erts, for short). Aspeial feature is that prinipals may referene the namespae of other prinipalsin their erti�ates. For instane, Fred may state that all of George 's friends arealso his own friends. In this way, SPKI/SDSI allows to assoiate a r�le with agroup of prinipals desribed in a symboli and distributed manner. SPKI/SDSIthen allows to assign permissions to r�les using so-alled authorisation erti�ates(or auth erts).The SPKI/SDSI standard also uses a publi-key infrastruture that allows forerti�ates to be signed and veri�ed for authentiity. Publi-key infrastruturedoes not play a major r�le in our approah, but we shall re-use the ideas behindthe naming sheme.



More formally, a SPKI/SDSI system an be seen as a tuple (P;A;C), whereP is a set of prinipals, A is a set of r�le identi�ers (or identi�ers, for short) andC = Na ℄ Au is a set of erti�ates. Certi�ates an be either name erti�ates(ontained in Na), or authorization erti�ates (ontained in Au).A term is formed by a prinipal followed by zero or more identi�ers, i.e., anelement of the set PA�. A term t is interpreted as denoting a set of prinipals,written [[t℄℄, whih are de�ned by the set of name erti�ates (see below).A name erti�ate is of the form p a ! t, where p is a prinipal, a is anidenti�er, and t is a term. Notie that p a itself is a term. The sets [[t℄℄, for allterms t, are the smallest sets satisfying the following onstraints:� if t = p for some prinipal p, then [[t℄℄ = fpg;� if t = t0 a, then for all p 2 [[t0℄℄ we have [[p a℄℄ � [[t℄℄;� if p a! t is a name erti�ate, then [[t℄℄ � [[p a℄℄.For instane, if Fred and George are prinipals and friend is an identi�er,then Fred friend ! George expresses that George is a friend of Fred, andFred friend! George friend means that all of George's friends are also Fred'sfriends, and Fred friend! Fred friend friend says that the friends of Fred'sfriends are also his friends.An authorisation erti�ate has the form p �! t b, where p is a prinipal, tis a term, and b is either � or �. Suh a erti�ate denotes that p grants someauthorisation to all prinipals in [[t℄℄. If b = �, then the prinipals in [[t℄℄ areallowed to delegate said authorisation to others; if b = �, then they are not.(Auth erts in SPKI/SDSI ontain more details about the authorisation thatthey onfer; this detail is not important for our approah.)More formally, authorisation erts de�ne a smallest relation aut : P � P be-tween prinipals suh that aut(p; p0) holds i� p grants an authorisation to p0:� if there is an auth ert p �! t b, for b 2 f�;�g, and p0 2 [[t℄℄, then aut(p; p0);� if there is an auth ert p �! t �, p0 2 [[t℄℄, and aut(p0; p00), then aut(p; p00).For instane, the erti�ate Fred �! George friend � means that Fred grantssome right to all of George's friends, however, George's friends are not allowedto delegate that right to other prinipals.The authorisation problem in SPKI/SDSI is to determine, given a system(P;A;C) and two prinipals p and p0, whether p0 is granted authorisation by p,i.e., whether aut(p; p0).2.2 SPKI/SDSI and pushdown systemsCerti�ates in SPKI/SDSI an be interpreted as pre�x rewrite systems. Forinstane, if p a ! p0 b  and p0 b ! p00 d e are two erti�ates interpreted asrewrite rules, then their onatenation rewrites p a to p00 d e . In SPKI/SDSI,a onatenation of two or more erti�ates is alled a erti�ate hain. It is easyto see that the authorisation problem, given prinipals p and p0, redues to theproblem of whether there exists a erti�ate hain that rewrites p � into either



p0 � or p0 � (in the �rst ase, p0 also has the right to delegate the authorisationfurther, in the seond ase he has not).Moreover, it is well-known that the type of rewrite systems indued by a setof SPKI/SDSI erti�ates is equivalent to that of a pushdown system (PDS),see, e.g. [5, 6, 9, 10℄. For example, a ert like p a ! p0 b  is interpreted as apushdown transition, where p; p0 are states of the �nite ontrol and where thestak ontent a is replaed by b. Then, the SPKI/SDSI authorisation problemredues to a pushdown reahability problem, i.e., whether from ontrol loationp with the symbol � on the stak (and nothing else) one an eventually reahontrol loation p0 with empty stak.In the following, we present our system, SDSIrep, whih extends SPKI/SDSIwith weights on erti�ates and with so-alled intersetion erti�ates. In push-down-automata theory, these extensions orrespond to weighted pushdown sys-tems [6℄ and alternating pushdown systems [9℄. For brevity, we will not elaborateon these orrespondenes any further, and we simply apply the appropriate push-down theory to SDSIrep. Notie, however, that the ombination of weighted andalternating systems employed in this paper is novel.3 A SDSI-based reputation systemWe now explain the model of trust and reputation employed by SDSIrep, whihmotivates the design of our system, given in Setion 3.2. We then proeed toshow how to ompute trust and reputation values in this system. In Setion 4we introdue an extension that further improves the expressiveness of the system.3.1 A numerial model of trustMany reputation systems allow partiipants to express degrees of trust numeri-ally. A ommon problem with this is that maliious partiipants may attemptto �spam� the system and boost eah other's reputations with arbitrarily highvalues. The solution employed here is to normalise trust values. In SDSIrep,eah prinipal has a total trust of 1 at his/her disposal, frations of whih anbe alloated freely to other prinipals.Like in EigenTrust [4℄, this approah lends itself to a probabilisti interpreta-tion, similar to the �Random Surfer� model used in Google's PageRank [11℄. Weinterpret a SDSIrep system as a Markov hain whose states are the partiipants,and where the trust that partiipant A has in B (expressed as a fration between0 and 1) serves as the probability of going from A to B. Then, one way to �ndreputable partiipants is to perform a random walk on this Markov hain: aftera �long enough� period of time, one is more likely to be at a well-reputed par-tiipant than not. In partiular, eah party's reputation is taken as their valuein the stationary vetor of the Markov hain. Thus, even though all partiipantsan distribute a total trust value of 1 to others, this does mean that the opinionsof all partiipants have the same in�uene. Well-reputed partiipants will be vis-ited more often in a random walk than less-reputed ones, giving more weight totheir opinions.



What distinguishes SDSIrep from EigenTrust is the way peer-to-peer ratingsare spei�ed: prinipals an assign their trust to groups of prinipals that arede�ned indiretly, using name erti�ates like in SPKI/SDSI. Membership in agroup is assoiated with a numeri value, in a kind of fuzzy logi. Suppose, forinstane, that a researher wants to reommend those researhers whose �ndingshave been published in a ertain journal. Then, somebody with 10 papers inthat journal ould be onsidered to belong more strongly to that group thansomebody with just one paper. SDSIrep allows to make suh distintions.In the terminology of [1℄, PageRank, EigenTrust, and SDSIrep are all ex-amples of �ow models. In a �ow model, partiipants an only inrease theirreputation at the ost of others. This property is obviously satis�ed by SDSIrep,beause the sum of the reputation values over all partiipants is bounded by 1.Thus, the absolute reputation values omputed within the SDSIrep frameworkhave no meaning in themselves; they only indiate how well-reputed eah par-tiipant is in omparison with others.3.2 SDSIrep erti�atesOur system is based on the design of SPKI/SDSI, i.e. a SDSIrep system is againa triple (P;A;C) with (almost) the same meaning as in Setion 2. However, inSDSIrep, we are not onerned with authorisation problems. Rather, we reinter-pret authorisation erti�ates as reommendations, whih express trust in ertaingroups of prinipals.Another hange is the addition of weights to erti�ates. Adding weightsdrawn from the set [0; 1℄ to reommendation erts allows to express the de-gree of reommendations. Similarly, weights on name erts express the degree ofmembership to a set. We provide only simple examples in this setion; a moreelaborate example of a SDSIrep system is presented in Setion 5.Weighted reommendation erts allow to reommend all members of a groupby issuing one single ert. This re�ets ommon situations in whih a prinipalreommends a group even though the members of the group hange along time,or even though he or she does not know many of its members.A weighted reommendation ert has the form p � x�! t �, where x 2 [0; 1℄is its weight. Suh a ert states that the prinipal p reommends the prinipalsof the set [[t℄℄ with weight x. The ert p � x�! t � states that p reommends notthe prinipals of [[t℄℄ themselves, but their reommendations with weight x.As an example, suppose that researher A wants to give 50% of his �share�of reommendations to the authors of journal J . This ould be stated by theert A � 0:5��! J aut �. To explain the semanti di�erene between � and�, imagine a reputation system for �lm diretors with diretors and ritis asprinipals. Film ritis will not be reommended for their direting skills, onlyfor their reommendations. A similar distintion exists in PGP, whih separatesthe trust that prinipals have in the authentiity of some person's publi keyfrom the trust they have in the ability of that person to orretly judge theauthentiity of other people's keys.



Notie that there is no erti�ate with � on the left-hand side. Thus, ahain starting with a reommendation ert of the form p � x�! t � neessarilyends when t has been rewritten to an element of [[t℄℄, whereas a hain startingwith p � x�! t � allows to apply further reommendation erts at that point.This orresponds to the idea that � expresses a reommendation of somebody'sreommendations, whereas� expresses a reommendation of that person as suh.To normalise the trust values in the system, and in order to enable a prob-abilisti interpretation as disussed in Setion 3.1, we additionally demand thatthe weights on eah prinipal's reommendation erts add up to 1.Weighted name erts have the form p a x�! t, where x 2 [0; 1℄. Intuitively, suha ert states a fuzzy membership relation: the elements of [[t℄℄ belong to the set[[p a℄℄ with membership degree x.As an example, onsider a journal J and an identi�er aut suh that [[J aut℄℄are the authors that have published in J . Then, if the journal has published100 papers and B has authored 10 of them, B might be onsidered to belongto [[J aut℄℄ with degree 10%, expressed as J aut 0:1��! B. In order to uphold thefuzzy-set interpretation we demand that for all pairs p a, the sum of the weightson all name erts with p a on the left-hand side is 1.3.3 Certi�ate hains and Markov hainsConsider the erts A � 0:5��! J aut � and J aut 0:1��! B. If A gives 50% of hisreommendations to the authors of J , and B has authored 10% of the papersin J , then a natural interpretation is that 5% of A's reommendations go to B.Thus, the weight of the erti�ate hain formed from the two erts is obtainedby multiplying their individual weights.To �nd out how muh trust A puts into B, we are interested in the erti�atehains going from A � to B �. In general, there ould be more than one suhhain. Thus, one needs to �nd all these hains in order to determine the degreeof reommendation A gives to B. The following example shows that the numberof suh paths an in fat be in�nite:A � 1�! A friend � (1)B � 1�! A � (2) A friend x�! B (3)B friend 1�! A (4)A friend 1�x�! A friend friend(5)Cert (5) is the ruial one. It states that the friends of A's friends also belongto A's friends, albeit with smaller weight. Notie that whenever this ert an beapplied, it an be applied arbitrarily often. So A reommends B through manypossible hains: for instane, we an apply the ert (1), then ert (5) 2n times,and then erts (3) and (4) alternatingly n times eah.We an now de�ne the two algorithmi problems related to SDSIrep. Thetrust problem in SDSIrep is as follows: Given two prinipals p and p0, omputethe sum of the weights of all erti�ate hains that rewrite p � into p0 �. The



reputation problem is to ompute, for eah prinipal, their value in the stationaryvetor of the Markov hain in whih the transition probabilities are given by thesolutions to the pairwise trust problems. We disuss solutions for the trust andreputation problems in Setion 3.4.3.4 Solving the trust and reputation problemsIt is easy to see that a system of SDSIrep erti�ates orresponds to a probabilis-ti pushdown system (pPDS) [7℄. The trust problem in SDSIrep then reduesto a pPDS reahability problem, i.e., given p and p0, ompute the probability ofreahing ontrol loation p0 with stak ontent � when starting from p and �.Following [7℄, the solution to this is given by an equation system (see also [12℄for the same result using a di�erent but equivalent model). Given a SDSIrepsystem (P;A;C), the variables are elements of the set f [p; a; q℄ j p; q 2 P; a 2A g, where [p; a; q℄ denotes the probability of rewriting the term p a into q. Tosolve the trust problem, we also add an arti�ial erti�ate p0 � 1�! �p0, where�p0 is a fresh ontrol loation; sine p0 � does not appear on any other left-handside, the solution of [p;�; �p0℄ gives us the trust plaed by p in p0.Eah variable [p; a; q℄ has the following equation:3[p; a; q℄ = Xpa x�!p0b x �Xr2P [p0; b; r℄ � [r; ; q℄+ Xpa x�!p0b x � [p0; b; q℄+ Xpa x�!q x (6)Intuitively, equation (6) sums up the probabilities for all the possible waysof reahing q from p a. We just explain the �rst half of the expression; the otherases are simpler and analogous: if p a is replaed by p0 b  (with probability x),then one �rst needs to rewrite this term to r  for some r 2 P , whih happenswith the probability omputed by [p0; b; r℄, and then r  needs to be rewritteninto q, whih is expressed by the variable [r; ; q℄.For instane, onsider the system onsisting of rules (1) to (5) in Setion 3.3.Some of the resulting equations are (abbreviating f for friend):[B; f; A℄ = 1 [B;�; B℄ = 1 � [A;�; B℄[A; f; B℄ = x+ (1� x) � ([A; f; A℄ � [A; f; B℄ + [A; f; B℄ � [B; f; B℄)This equation system has a least solution, and the elements of this leastsolution orrespond to the aforementioned probabilities. Notie that the equationsystem is non-linear in general. We disuss the resulting algorithmi problems inmore detail in Setion 5.3. The following theorem now follows from the de�nitionsand the results of [7, 12℄.Theorem 1. The solution to the trust problem for prinipals p and p0 is equalto the value of variable [p;�; �p0℄ in the least solution of the equation system (6).3 We show the equation system for the ase where the terms on the right-hand side ofeah ert onsist of at most two identi�ers; however, this is not a restrition as anysystem an be onverted into a system observing this rule with linear overhead [5℄.



In general, the least solution annot be omputed exatly, but an be approx-imated to an arbitrary degree of preision using standard �x-point omputationmethods [7℄. We give more details on this omputation when disussing ourexperiments in Setion 5. Notie that the equation system atually gives theprobabilities (and hene the trust values) for all pairs of prinipals, thereforeall values in the Markov hain used for solving the reputation problem an beobtained from just one �xpoint omputation.As disussed in Setion 3.1, a measure of the �reputation� of prinipals in thesystem an be obtained by omputing the stationary vetor of the Markov hainwhose states are the prinipals and whose transition probabilities are given bythe solutions of the trust problems. Computing the stationary vetor amountsto solving a linear equation system, using well-known tehniques.However, for the stationary vetor to exist, the Markov hain needs to beirreduible and aperiodi. This is not guaranteed in general: e.g., if there is alique of partiipants who trust only eah other, the Markov hain ontains a�sink�, i.e., it is not irreduible. This type of problem is also enountered inother models based on random walks, e.g. EigenTrust or PageRank, and thesolutions employed there also apply to SDSIrep. For instane, the irreduibilityand aperiodiity onstraint an be enfored by allowing the random walk to jumpto random states at any move with small probability. Notie that the examplein Setion 5 does not exhibit this kind of problem; therefore, we did not use thistrik in our experiments.4 Intersetion erti�atesThe SPKI/SDSI standard provides for so-alled threshold erti�ates, whih on-sist of, say, an auth ert of the form p �! ft1b1; : : : ; tnbng, where b1; : : : ; bn 2f�;�g, and an integer k � n. The meaning of suh a ert is that p grants autho-risation to prinipal p0 if there is a erti�ate hain to p0 from at least k out oft1b1; : : : ; tnbn. Threshold erti�ates for name erts ould be de�ned analogously.We restrit ourselves to the ase where k = n and use the more suggestive nameintersetion erti�ate instead.4In this setion we show how intersetion erti�ates an be added to SDSIrepand de�ne the orresponding trust problem and a probabilisti interpretation forSDSIrep with intersetion erti�ates. We then show that the equation systemfrom Setion 3.4 an be modi�ed to aomodate this extension.Algorithms for authorisation in SPKI/SDSI with intersetion were studiedin [5℄ and [9℄. In the latter, the problem was redued to reahability in alternat-ing pushdown systems (APDS). It turns out that the authorisation problem with4 In the ase without weights, any erti�ate where k < n an be replaed by a setof erti�ates, one for eah k-sized subset of the right-hand side. In the ase withweights, this an also be done, but the degree to whih a partiipant belongs to theright-hand side an be interpreted in di�erent ways. This question of interpretationis beyond the sope of the paper.



intersetion is EXPTIME-omplete in general, but remains polynomial when in-tersetion is restrited to authorisation erts. This distintion translates diretlyto SDSIrep; therefore, we restrit intersetion to reommendation erts.4.1 Intersetion erts in SDSIrepSometimes one wishes to reommend prinipals belonging to the intersetion oftwo or more groups. For instane, researher A may wish to reommend thoseof his o-authors that have published in journal J . In SDSIrep, we model thisby a erti�ate suh as A � x�! fA oaut �; J aut �g: In general, intersetionerti�ates have the form p � x�! ft1 b1; : : : tn bng, where b1; : : : ; bn 2 f�;�g,and express that p reommends the set Tni=1[[ti℄℄ with weight x.The trust problem for the ase without intersetion erts onsists of omput-ing the values of erti�ate hains. When intersetion erts ome into play, weneed to think of erti�ate trees instead, where eah node is labelled by a term,and a node labelled by term t has a set of hildren labelled by T if T is theresult of applying a rewrite rule to t. For instane, if in addition to the previousintersetion erti�ate we have A oaut y�! B and J aut z�! B, then we havethe following erti�ate tree:A � x! �A oaut � y! B �J aut � z! B �In the probabilisti interpretation, the probability for this tree is x�y �z. Thus,the trust problem for SDSIrep with intersetion is as follows: Given prinipals pand p0, ompute the sum of the probabilities of all trees whose root is labelled byp � and all of whose hildren are labelled by p0 �. Notie that the solution forthe assoiated reputation problem remains essentially unhanged, as the additionof intersetion erts merely hanges the way peer-to-peer trust is assigned.4.2 Solving the trust problem with intersetion ertsWe now extend the equation system from Setion 3.4 to the ase of intersetionerti�ates. (In terms of [9℄, we extend the solution to probabilisti APDSs.)Let � := f�;�g. Sine intersetion is restrited to reommendation erts,the following important properties hold: (1) if p � is the root of a erti�atetree, then all nodes are of the form t b, where b 2 � and t does not ontainany symbol from �; (2) if a term t of a erti�ate tree has more than one hild,t = p � for some p. It follows that if a term pw is the root of a tree and w doesnot ontain any ourrene of � or �, then every term of the tree has at mostone hild, and so the tree has a unique leaf. We exploit this fat in our solution.Let (P;A;C) be a SDSIrep system with intersetion erti�ates. The variablesof the new equation system are of the form [p;?; q℄ or [p; w; q℄, where p; q 2 P ,? 2 �, w 2 A�, and w must be a su�x of the right-hand side of a ert. Notiethat, by de�nition, w ontains no ourrene of � or �. The variable [p;?; q℄represents the probability of, starting at p?, eventually reahing a tree where



all leaves are labelled with q. The variable [p; w; q℄ represents the probability of,starting at pw, reahing a tree whose unique leaf (here we use the fat above) islabelled with q. We add (as in Setion 3.4) an arti�ial rule p0� 1�! p0, whih isthe only rule onsuming the � symbol.For p; q 2 P and  2 A [ �, we have:[p; ; q℄ = Xp x�!p0w x � [p0; w; q℄ +Xp x�!fp1w1?1;:::;pn;wn?ngx � Xq1;:::;qn2P nYi=1[pi; wi; qi℄ � [qi;?i; q℄ (7)(Notie that if  2 A then the seond sum is equal to 0 by property (2) above.)Moreover, we set [p; "; q℄ = 1 if p = q and 0 otherwise, and [p; w; q℄ =Pq02P [p; ; q0℄ � [q0; w; q℄ for every two p; q 2 P , w 2 (A [ �)+. Notie thatw is a su�x of the right-hand side of some ert, and therefore so is w.The intuition for these equations is the same as in the ase without alter-nation, see Setion 3.4. The orresponding equation system also has the sameproperties and an be solved in the same way.Theorem 2. The solution to the trust problem for prinipals p and p0 in aSDSIrep system with intersetion erti�ates is equal to the solution of variable[p;�; p0℄ in the least solution of the equation system (7).5 ExperimentsFor demonstration purposes, we have used SDSIrep to model a simple reputa-tion system for the PC members of TACAS 2008. We have hosen this examplebeause the reader is likely to be familiar with the soures of reputation inaademia, in partiular in omputer siene. We do not laim that our experi-ments say anything really relevant about the atual reputation of the PC mem-bers, in partiular, beause part of the required data (the personal preferenesof the PC members, see below) was not available to us.In this setion, we give some details on this system, and report on the per-formane of our solver for the equation systems given in Setions 3.4 and 4.2.5.1 A small system for aademi reputationPrinipals and identi�ers. The set of prinipals ontains the 28 members of theTACAS programme ommittee, 6 of the main onferenes on automated ver-i�ation (CAV, ICALP, LICS, POPL, VMCAI, TACAS), and 3 rankings: theCiteSeer list of 10,000 top authors in omputer siene (year 2006) [13℄, de-noted CiteSeer, the CiteSeer list of onferenes and journals with the highestimpat fators [14℄, denoted Impat, and the list of h-indies for omputer si-entists [15℄, denoted H-index. The identi�ers are aut, publ, oaut, and ir,with the following fuzzy sets as intended meaning:



� [[ aut℄℄: researhers that publish in onferene ;� [[r publ℄℄: onferenes in whih researher r has published;� [[r oaut℄℄: r's o-authors;� [[r ir℄℄: r's �irle�, de�ned as r's oauthors, plus the oauthors of r's oau-thors, and so on (the degree of membership to the irle will derease withthe �distane� to r).Name erts. Some illustrative examples of the erts in our system are shown inFigure 1. For the sake of readability, we present them without having normalisedthe weights (normalized values are more di�ult to read and ompare). So, toset up the equation system, one has to take all the erts with the same tuple p aon the left-hand side, say p a x1��! t1; : : : ; p a xn��! tn, and then replae eah xiby xi=Pni=1 xi. In this way, all weights are normalised.Two erts desribe to whih degree a PC member is an author of a onfereneand whih share eah onferene has in the PC member's publiation list. In bothases, the weight (before normalisation) is the number of papers the author haspublished in the onferene, obtained from DBLP [16℄. For instane, for TACASand Kim Larsen (KL), we have erts (8) and (9).Another set of erts desribes whih PC members are oauthors of eah other.The weight is the number of jointly written papers, obtained again from DBLP.For instane, ert (10) denotes that KL has written 22 papers with PP.Finally, eah PC member has a irle of fellow researhers, omposed of themember's oauthors, the oauthors of the member's oauthors, and so on. Wede�ne KL's irle by means of erts (11) and (12).TACAS aut 10��! KL (8)KL publ 10��! TACAS (9)KL oaut 22��! PP (10)KL ir 0:8��! KL oaut (11)KL ir 0:2��! KL ir ir (12)Impat � 1:24���! TACAS aut � (13)
H-index � 34��! KL � (14)CiteSeer � 2023���! KL � (15)KL � 4�! KL publ aut � (16)KL � 3�! KL ir � (17)KL � 2�! Impat � (18)KL � 3�! CiteSeer � ^ H-index � (19)Fig. 1. Name and reommendation erti�ates for the exampleReommendation erts. The system ontains one reommendation ert for eahonferene, in whih Impat reommends the authors of the onferene with theweight given by its impat fator. For TACAS we have ert (13).The next two erts, (14) and (15) express that the h-index and CiteSeer listsreommend a PC member (in this ase KL) with a weight proportional to hish-index and to his number of itations in the list, respetively.



Finally, eah PC member issues four more erts. The erts for KL are givenin (16)�(19). Intuitively, they determine the weight with whih KL wishes to re-ommend his irle, the authors of the onferenes he publishes in, and how muhtrust he puts in the Citeseer and h-index rankings. In a real system, eah PCmember would alloate the weights for his/her own erts; in our example we haveassumed that all PC members give the same weights. In order to illustrate theuse of intersetion erts we have assumed that KL only reommends researherson the basis of their ranking values if they appear in both CiteSeer's list and inthe h-index list (19). Moreover, observe that in erts (18) and (19), KL plaestrust in the reommendations given by the rule targets (signi�ed by �), whereasin the other rules he expresses trust in the prinipals themselves.In the following two setions we desribe the running times and some inter-esting aspets of solving the equation systems omputing the reputation of eahresearher. All experiments were performed on a Pentium 4 3.2 GHz mahinewith 3 GB memory.5.2 Experiment 1We have written a program whih takes as input the set of SDSIrep erti�atesdesribed above, generates the equation system of Setion 4.2, and omputes itssolution. We an then ompute the degree to whih researhers reommend oneanother. From the result we build a Markov hain as desribed in Setion 3.3.The stationary distribution of the Markov hain, given at the top of Table 1,an be interpreted as the (relative) reputation of eah researher when omparedto the others in the system. The lower part of Table 1 shows how the runningTable 1. Stationary distribution for TACAS PC members (values multiplied by 1000)and statistis for di�erent numbers of researhers.PB EB TB RC BC BD PG OG AG FH MH JJ KJ JK BK MK KL NL KN PP SR CR JR AR SS SS BS LZ26 18 19 78 45 6 56 60 30 19 45 19 5 23 10 30 88 26 37 33 64 22 45 6 54 15 80 41sientists 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 76variables 627 1653 3089 4907 7126 9752 12777 14779time (s) 0.47 2.07 6.85 12.55 23.90 44.89 78.35 106.55time sales when the number of researhers is inreased. For this experiment wehave put together the PCs of TACAS, FOSSACS, and ESOP, with a total of76 members, adding FOSSACS and ESOP to the list of onferenes. We haveomputed the stationary distribution for subsets of 10, 20, . . . , 76 PC members.The �rst line of the table shows the number of variables in the system (whih isalso the number of equations), and the seond shows the time required to solveit and ompute the stationary distribution.Notie that the equation system used here is non-linear (see Setion 4.2).Following [12℄, we solve it using Newton's iterative method, stopping when aniteration does not hange any omponent of the solution by more than 0:0001.



5.3 Experiment 2In ontrast to other trust systems, in whih trust is assigned from one individualto another, our hoie of SDSI allows to assign trust measures to sets of prin-ipals using multiple levels of indiretion. For instane, A an transfer trust toB beause B is a oauthor of C, and C publishes in the same onferene as A.This added expressiveness omes at a prie. Certs like (12) or (16), with morethan one identi�er on the right-hand side, ause the resulting equation systemto beome non-linear (see Setion 3.4). Likewise, intersetion erts also ausenon-linear equations (see Setion 4.2).On the other hand, if the system does not ontain these two types of erts,the resulting equation system is linear, and instead of Newton's method moree�ient tehniques an be applied, e.g. the Gauÿ-Seidel method.In the following, let us assume that intersetion erts are absent. Considerert (12). The erti�ate is �reursive� in the sense that it an be applied arbi-trarily often in a erti�ate hain, rewriting KL ir to KL irn, for any n � 1.Thus, the length of terms to whih KL ir an be rewritten is unbounded. (Inpushdown terms, the �stak� an grow to an unbounded size.) If the set of ertsis suh that this e�et annot happen, then eah term an be rewritten into only�nitely many di�erent other terms. Therefore, we an apply a proess similarto that of ��attening� a PDS into a �nite-state mahine and derive a larger,but linear, equivalent equation system. If there are reursive erts, we an stillhoose an arbitrary bound on the length of terms and ignore the ontributionsof larger terms. In this ase, the �un�attened� and ��attened� systems do nothave the same solution, but the solution of the ��attened� system onverges tothe solution of the �un�attened� one when the bound inreases.This provokes the question of whether the performane of the equation solveran be improved by bounding the maximal term length, ��attening� the non-linear system into a linear one, and solving the linear system. In order to ex-perimentally address this question, we again took the system introdued in Se-tion 5.1, but without ert (19). We �xed the maximal term depth to variousnumbers, omputed the orresponding linear �attened systems, and solved themusing the Gauÿ-Seidel method. (We omit the details, whih are standard.)Table 2. Size of equation system and running times for �attened systemsUn�attened Depth 2 Depth 3 Depth 4 Depth 5 Depth 6 Depth 7 Depth 8vars 2545 5320 7059 8798 10537 12276 14015 15754time 5.83 1.23 3.32 6.39 10.34 18.78 32.18 42.97We found that in this example �attening works very well. Even with stakdepth 2 we obtained a solution that di�ered from the one given by Newton'smethod by less than 1% and an be omputed in 1.23 seonds instead of 5.83.Table 2 shows the results for stak depths up to 8, i.e. the size of the equationsystem obtained for eah stak depth and the time required to solve it. Notie



that in this ase, the growth of the equation system as the stak depth grows isbenign (only linear); in general, the growth ould be exponential.This result might suggest that using Newton's method ould always be re-plaed by �attening in the absene of intersetion erts. However, some autionis required. When we tried to repeat the experiment for the ase with 76 re-searhers, our solver was able to solve the un�attened system within two minutes,but ran out of memory even for a �attened stak depth of 2.6 Disussion and related workThere is a large and growing body of literature on trust and reputation systems,see e.g. [1, 17℄. In this paper, we have proposed a new framework, SDSIrep, thatis novel (to the best of our knowledge) in the way it expresses transitive trustrelations in an open-world senario. More spei�ally, trust an be assigned toprinipals based on their memberships in a group desribed by spei� attributes,e.g. o-authors of a researher or employees of a ertain university. We believethat this mimis an important faet of how reputation is usually pereived.Most trust and reputation systems ollet peer-to-peer trust ratings and ag-gregate a global reputation from these ratings. EigenTrust [4℄ is an example ofa system that also takes transitive trust into aount, and it shares some sim-ilarities with SDSIrep. Both EigenTrust and SDSIrep allow individual users toexpress and quantify their personal trust relationships. In EigenTrust, prinipalsexpress how muh they trust their peers, and trust in a peer automatially trans-lates into trusting the peer's reommendations, and so on. In the terminologyof [1℄, EigenTrust is an example of a �ow model. SDSIrep falls into the sameategory, but di�ers in the means in whih trust between prinipals is de�ned.In SDSIrep, trust an be assigned to groups of prinipals (see above), and weallow to distinguish between how muh we trust a person and how muh we trusttheir reommendations.Both SDSIrep and EigenTrust make use of a probabilisti interpretation bywhih these reommendations are aggregated into a measure of reputation. Inboth ases, this measure is obtained from a Markov hain whose entries are givenby the peer-to-peer reommendations. In EigenTrust, the values of this Markovhain are supplied diretly by the users, whereas in SDSIrep they are obtainedby evaluating the erti�ates. Thus, roughly speaking, every SDSIrep systemhas an equivalent EigenTrust system. However, the translation from SDSIrep toEigenTrust is not ompletely straightforward, it requires to solve the equationsystems from Setions 3.4 and 4.2. In fat, providing these equation systems isone of the ontributions of this paper.EigenTrust was designed for distributed omputation of global trust valuesin a peer-to-peer network with minimal overhead. We have not investigatedthis aspet. For the purposes of this paper, we have assumed that some entralauthority an ollet relevant erti�ates and arry out the omputation. In [10℄,it was shown how authorization questions in SPKI/SDSI an be solved whenthe relevant erti�ates are distributed among multiple sites. Our system is also
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